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and political interest, to the development of an academic discipline mieke matthyssen and bart dessein ghent
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nieuwe ... - annals of ghent. translated from the latin. johnstone, h. ed. (medieval classics). london; edinburgh
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their learning in “both languages,” thatis, latin and irish; see, for example,the mention of mael i´su ...
publications received - project muse - publications received this listing acknowledges the receipt of recent
works (except offprints of single articles) that appear to bear on the scientific study of language. the receipt of
individual books cannot be separately acknowledged, and no book ... foreign language annals 14:4 (1981). ...
is reference librarian of the minnesota historical society. - smith, martha browning, "the story of icaria,"
annals of iowa, 3rd ser., xxxviii (1965), 36-64. wolski, kalikst, "a visit to the north american phalanx,"
translated by marion moore coleman, new jersey historical society. proceed-ings, lxxxiii (1965), 149-160. the
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